Publicis Groupe Extends New Business Lead

Paris, June 20, 2005―Publicis Groupe has extended its lead at the top of the
New Business scorecard, in research reports published simultaneously by
Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns. Not only has Publicis Groupe won net New
Business in May of $700 million, according to Lehman, but it has further
extended its year-to-year lead over rivals Omnicom, Interpublic and WPP. New
Business wins are generally an indication of increased future organic growth.
Publicis Groupe’s reinforced Number One position in New Business
underscores the strong dynamism of Publicis Groupe and of all the teams of its
different networks halfway through 2005. It also shows that the Publicis Groupe
offer across the complete scope of different communication activities is paying
off. This recognition on the part of Lehman and Bear Stearns, coming on the
heels of the final quarter of 2004, when Publicis Groupe also ranked in first
place, confirms the powerful momentum of the Groupe.
“The amount of New Business wins Publicis Groupe is bringing home –
particularly in the media space – are a sure sign that we are not letting down
our guard, but rather coming to clients with the most compelling offer out there,”
says Maurice Lévy, Chairman and CEO of Publicis Groupe. “That is why we are
winning.”
Bear Stearns New Business Ranking – June 09, 2005
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Contacts:
Eve Magnant, Corporate Communications: + 33 (0)1 4443 7025
Pierre Bénaich, Investor Relations: + 33 (0)1 4443 6500

Publicis Groupe (Euronext Paris: FR0000130577 and member of the CAC40 Index - NYSE: PUB) is the
world’s fourth largest communications group, as well as world’s second largest media counsel and buying
group. Its activities span 104 countries on 5 continents.
Groupe’s communication activities cover advertising, through three autonomous global advertising
networks: Leo Burnett Worldwide, Publicis Worldwide, Saatchi & Saatchi Worldwide, as well as through its
two multi-hub networks Fallon Worldwide and Bartle Bogle Hegarty, 49%-owned ; media consultancy and
buying through two worldwide networks ZenithOptimedia and Starcom MediaVest Group; and marketing
services and specialized communications including direct marketing, public relations, corporate and
financial communications, multicultural and healthcare communications.
Web sites: www.publicis.com and www.finance.publicis.com
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